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Teaching notes on 10.06 The story of Romulus & Remus 

Slide 1  

Learning objective: To record more vocabulary in our mini dictionaries, to use this 
knowledge and the glossing technique to translate the story of Romulus and Remus 

After saying ‘salve’ to Iucundus, mouse-clicks on this slide will make Iucundus ask, ‘quid 
Latine est (picture cue)?’ (‘What is the Latin for …?’). Students will be given a clue as to the 
start of the word: ‘v…… est’ – (‘it is …’). The answer here is the adjective ‘verus’. 

Slides 2-5 

🤓💬 Quick Fire Sentences including  vocabulary previously unencountered. After 
running though the oral verb rehearsals, on mouse-click on each slide, a new word will 
appear in the New Words box. The sentences (with the new, glossed words underlined) are: 

Slide 2: fratres gemini sunt [The brothers are twins.] 

Slide 3: matrem adiuvabam [I was helping the mother.] 

Slide 4: canem sordidum in aquam ponimus et lavamus [We put the dirty dog into the water 
and we wash (it).] 

Slide 5: rex montem invenit [The king finds the mountain.] 

Slide 6 

📝 Time for the pupils to record this unit’s vocabulary in the relevant mini dictionary 

sections. Because there are quite a few new words in this unit, each mouse-click will bring 
words up in word class groups. Before the pupils write in the words and their English 
meanings, run through them on the board:  

Verbs – ponere (to put/place), delere (to destroy), clamare (to shout), sperare (to hope) 

Adjectives – verus/vera (true), vivus/viva (alive), mortuus/mortua (dead) 

Nouns – familia (family), pater (father), mater (mother), soror (sister), frater (brother), 
infans (baby/child), rex (king), miles (soldier), pastor (shepherd), urbs (town/city), feles (cat), 
canis (dog) 
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Slide 7 

📝 A mouse-click walk-through, showing how to complete the Romulus & Remus 

worksheet: 
1. Read the story, remembering or working out what the Latin words mean (many of 

these are words that they’ve just put in their dictionaries, so they should hopefully 
recall them). This story uses our new skill of glossing so includes ten totally new 
words which are glossed at the bottom of the page in the order in which they 
appear).  

2. Draw pictures that illustrate the scene or action in each panel. 
3. Fill in the English meaning of the Latin words at the bottom. 

Slide 8 

The plenary slide: 

Question 1 What wild creature raised Romulus and Remus as babies? [ a female wolf 
(‘lupa’)] 

Question 2 Romulus is the (possibly mythical) founder of which city? [Rome] 

Question 3 quid Latine est 💥  ? [delere] 


